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Detecting Majorana bound states

with a microwave cavity ?
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I) A short recap on 

Majorana fermions



Majorana fermions can occur as collective excitations in solids 
with unconventional SC pairing  

Obey non-Abelian statistics: platform for fault-tolerant
quantum computation

ijji cc =+ },{Ordinary fermions

2nd quantization

Write in terms of

Majorana fermions

and 

Any fermionic Hamiltonian can be recast in terms of Majorana operators

Majorana fermions in condensed matter

However, very few can support solutions with
isolated localized Majorana fermions



Where to look for Majorana fermions ?



The Kitaev toy model: a 1D p-wave superconductor

Introduce Majorana self-adjoint operators

Kitaev, 01’



Band structure of a quantum wire with SO



Quantum wire in proximity of a 
superconductor

Turn on the B-field

m
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Effective Pairing:  Effective Pairing:  

TRIPLET



• Spin-orbit interaction :

• Magnetic field :

• s-wave superconductivity :

1D semiconducting quantum-wires 

Oreg, Refael, von Oppen, PRL 105, (2010)

Sau et al., PRL 104, (2010)

•Topological phase

Majorana:

Sato et al., PRB (2009)

Relation to the Kitaev model

In the large magnetic field limit, the Hamiltonian reduces to the Kitaev model 



1D quantum semiconducting wires
In proximity of a s-wave superconductor

Proposed realizations for a 1D 
topological SC :     

Lutchyn et al., PRL 104, (2010)

Oreg, Refael, von Oppen, PRL 105, (2010)

Possible experimental signatures

Mourik et al., Science 2012 (Kouwenhoven group)

See also results by Heiblum, Xu, Marcus, Rohkinson groups’, etc.



Detecting Majorana bound state

Can we detect Majorana bound states using microwaves
optical observables ?  

Most experimental works focused on transport quantities



II) Detecting Majorana bound states

with a microwave cavity



Coupling on-chip a quantum conductor and a 
microwave cavity

From Kontos’ group in ENS Paris

Quantum dot embedded
In the cavity

Coplanar 
wave guide



Transport and optical meaurements

Schematics

Measure optical phase shift
(reactive and dissipative parts)

Delbecq et al., PRL 2011

Differential conductance and optical phase shift are alike !

Moreover optical probe is less-invasive !



What does the cavity probe ? 
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Optical transmission coefficient:

Input-output
theory

see e.g. Clerk et al., RMP 2010



What does the cavity probe ? 

Optical transmission
Coefficient:

τ =
κ

−𝑖 ω − ω𝑐 + Τκ 2 − 𝑖Π(−ω𝑐)

Cavity frequency
Escape rate of the cavity

=cavity quality factor
Proportional to the el.
charge susceptibility

Π 𝑡 = −𝑖α2θ(𝑡)ۦ[𝑛 𝑡 , ۧ𝑛(0)]

For                   and in the large k limit



Coupling Majorana bound states to a cavity ?

A low energy phenomenological Hamiltonian ?

Parity

Expected (parity protected)!

Effective Hamiltonians  work if we consider a Majorana qubit
made out of two topological wires (four Majorana fermions).

Exponential overlap between the g’s



Majorana qubit and cavity QED 

And many more ….



Beyond the effective low-energy Hamiltonian

The effective Hamiltonian is not valid near the topological transition

Does not take into account virtual excitations 

Miss some important physics ?

eM2D
Non-zero matrix

elements



Beyond the effective Hamiltonian: the whole wire 

Model Hamiltonian

𝐻𝑠𝑦𝑠 = 𝐻1𝐷 +𝐻𝑐 +𝐻𝑝ℎ

𝐻1𝐷 = −
𝑡
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Capacitive coupling
= Photonic Anderson-Holstein coupling

Kitaev Hamiltonian

Remark: If D=0 P(t) = 0

Single mode cavity



Treatment

Strategy: write the Hamiltonian in the Bogoliubov basis

The electron-photon coupling reads:

are coefficients that depend on the transformation from
the electronic to Bogoliubov basis.

M. Trif, Y. Tserkovnyak, PRL 2013
A. Cottet, T. Kontos, B. Douçot, PRB 2015

Coupling between 
all the levels 

via the cavity !



Topological phase transition

Π ω = Π′(ω) + 𝑖Π′′(ω)

𝑡 = Δ = 1

O. Dmytruk, M. Trif, PS, arXiv:1502.03082

Periodic b.c.



Results for the charge susceptibility

O. Dmytruk, M. Trif, PS, arXiv:1502.03082

Non topological region (periodic boundary conditions)

μ = −1.8



Results for the charge susceptibility

O. Dmytruk, M. Trif, PS, arXiv:1502.03082

Non topological region (Open boundary conditions)

μ = −1.8



Results for the charge susceptibility

O. Dmytruk, M. Trif, PS, arXiv:1502.03082

Topological region (periodic boundary conditions)

μ = −0.3



Results for the charge susceptibility

O. Dmytruk, M. Trif, PS, arXiv:1502.03082

Topological region (Open boundary conditions)

μ = −0.3

Bulk-Majorana contribution



Frequency dependence of the charge susceptibility

0

O. Dmytruk, M. Trif, PS, arXiv:1502.03082

/Dμ = −0.3t

μ = −1.8t



A closer look at the Bulk-Majorana term

= bulk occupation = Majorana state occupation

The bulk-Majorana contribution depends on the Majorana parity!

VS



Cavity as a parity sensor

/t

periodic boundary 
conditions

Open boundary 
conditions



Cavity as a parity sensor

O. Dmytruk, M. Trif, PS, arXiv:1502.03082

/t



Detection of the Majorana state parity

The cavity response is in one-to-one 

correspondence with the Majorana energy splitting.

(t=1)



Extension to more realistic wire model

Band index



Conclusion

Cavity QED is an extremely versatile tool 

that allows to detect:

• the topological phase transition

• the occurrence of Majorana fermions

• the parity of the Majorana fermionic state
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